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URBAN EXPERIENCES

LACROSSE
COMING TO
MALONE
ATHLETICS
By Seneca Ransom

The New Urban Studies Major Strives to Serve the Community. Photo by Annie Kadlecek

By Emma Martinez
Next year brings a myriad of new challenges and
opportunities for students and faculty alike. Over the last
year, Malone has changed some programs, removed others,
and added entirely new programs and course options to
enhance student opportunities.
One such new program is the urban studies program,
an addition to the center for intercultural studies as a
secondary major option for students of any primary major.
“Other than the capstone classes, all of the classes that are
a part of the urban studies program are already offered at
Malone,” Elizabeth Patterson Roe, director for intercultural
studies; coordinator for global and international studies
and associate professor of social work, said.
“We’re bringing together things we already do well at
Malone,” Roe said. “We’re putting the expertise from our
faculty and our disciplines … together in a package that will
allow our students to learn how to understand and how to
serve well in urban environments.”

“WE’RE ALSO
CALLED TO SERVE
... RIGHT AROUND
US IN OUR
COMMUNITIES.”
The urban studies program is open to any new students
and, depending on what courses they have taken for their
primary discipline, is even possible for upperclassmen to
complete since most of the courses are preexisting.
“We intentionally formed [the urban studies program]
with the idea that it would be a co-major,” Roe said.
“Because … the world and the urban environment of our
communities don’t just need people that know about urban
studies, but people with various skill sets from across the
disciplines and areas of studies that we offer at Malone.”
The program is not only targeted for majors based in
social studies like the social work major or the criminal
restorative justice major. Instead, it is intended to
complement any major, as is evident from the course
requirements that include students picking from multiple
courses to add classes that specifically relate to their major.
For education majors, this means taking courses like
“teaching in a diverse society,” and for communication
majors, there is “intercultural communication.”
The tailored-to-major options are intended to connect
what the urban studies major offers to the student’s primary
major. This helps foster and teach practical application for
building community in urban areas.

“The program is designed like our global and international
studies program to be very interdisciplinary, but also to
join with other majors,” Roe said.
This program is one that teaches a practical approach to
hands-on ministry in someone’s daily life.
“I currently live in an urban environment involved with
urban community development,” Roe said. “Through
intentional living [we] try our best to live out the
incarnational model of Jesus … build relationships with
our neighbors, and try to serve the community in a way that
will benefit those who already live there.”
The whole center for intercultural studies as well as the
urban studies program, specifically, aim to teach students
how to serve well and fully in every area of life.
“I believe we are called, as believers, to serve the world
globally,” Roe said. “But we’re also called to serve … right
around us in our communities. Jesus was the one to give us
the example … to serve those that are the most marginalized
in society.”
While the new experiences offered by the co-major are
exciting, not all of them seem to be connecting to students.
“I’ve definitely heard about it, but I don’t know any of
the details,” Kayley Luczywo, sophomore integrated social
studies major, said about the urban studies program. “I
would be interested in learning more about it, but I don’t
have a lot of information on what it is so that kind of makes
me nervous.”
New programs can be difficult to sell to students who are
already set on their major and are happy with their plan for
their college career without any adjustments.
“I definitely think that there is a disconnect between
students and what majors — and even what classes — are
available,” Luczywo said. “I know I struggled finding any
classes I would be interested in for next semester, just as
electives.
“I think that the arts are usually the ones that people go
for as electives,” Luczywo said. “I would like to see more
simple science, history or English classes … I would have
loved to take an English class that wasn’t necessarily for my
degree, but they didn’t really have any that I could take.
“I think that [low-level electives] help [students] to
broaden their horizons to find more of what they’re
interested in, because they can take a class that doesn’t
necessarily pertain to their major,” Luczywo said, “It allows
them to explore in ways that they might not have been able
to.”
In a similar line of thinking, there is a need to have
options within majors that allow students to focus on what
they find most important.
“It seems like they have been taking away some of the
options for the more specified history or English courses,”
Bekah Stranger, junior integrated social studies and
language arts double-major, said. “As things continue
it would be nice to see those added back on, like Latin
American history and some of the living traditions classes.”
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Malone University athletics is adding a new sport to
the roster. Looking ahead to the 2022-2023 school year,
men’s and women’s lacrosse teams will have arrived.
Administration and students alike look forward to a stronger
sense of community on campus and the recruitment of
lacrosse athletes.
There are already some students on campus with lacrosse
experience. Logan Koeppe, freshman Bible and theology
major, is a former lacrosse player who has insight into what
the sport involves.
“Lacrosse is a very physical and intense sport that involves
a lot of running and physicality on offense and defense,”
Koeppe said. “The way I describe it to people is [that it’s]
almost like a hybrid of hockey, soccer, and football. Each
team plays offense and defense simultaneously while the
ball is across the midfield line on the other team’s side.
“There are four quarters involving 12 minutes per quarter,”
Koeppe said. “The goal is still to score goals, which are
mainly done by the offense, involving three attack players
and two midfielders (or middies) that take the ball across
the midfield line.
“Lacrosse is still growing in popularity, as it’s not on main
tv stations yet even for college and pro players,” Koeppe
said. “My experience [with the sport] has been incredible.
I played for two years in high school and made many of my
good friends through the sport.
“It’s intense and competitive, but it’s a sport that
communicates an immense amount of respect,” Koeppe
said. “I cannot wait for our university to add lacrosse. It
will add so many opportunities for students — not only on
the field, but off of it as well.”
There is also plenty of excitement among the
administration on campus. Tanya Hockman, the newly
announced director of athletics, is looking forward to what
lacrosse will look like.
“Lacrosse is a spring sport, so it will make our sparse
spring busy, but certainly what we want to do is give
ourselves the longest runway to succeed,” Hockman said.
“We feel like doing that means that we start to search [for
a lacrosse coach] now so we give our coach or coaches
playing time to do the legwork of recruiting so that we can
have men’s and women’s teams coming ‘22-’23. They'll
be competing in the GMAC, so the hope is to get going on
lacrosse, [though it has] always been a conversation among
the administration.”
Hockman adds that Pioneer Park was especially
influential in the decision to add lacrosse.
“The last piece, which is a critical piece for this decision,
was the field,” Hockman said. “Lacrosse is not something
that we could play on natural grass, because it will tear up
fields too quickly. Pioneer Park was the last piece of the
puzzle that we needed to complete for us to launch those
two programs.
“The December announcement [that Pioneer Park
was soon to be completed] was the beginning of some
excitement about what could be,” Hockman said. “We were
ready [to add the lacrosse programs] with just doing some
analysis on it. We certainly believe that the nice part is that
there's potential to have a large number of rostered athletes
on men’s and women's lacrosse teams, so it should be really
exciting.”
Bob Dean, pioneer development officer, hopes that
Malone students recognize the serious planning that went
into adding lacrosse, emphasizing that allowing added
teams should not impact students negatively.
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THE BEST OF INCOMING
CLASSMEN COMPETE

Freshmen During 2020 Orientation Week. Courtesy Photo Provided by Malone University Relations

By Christian Stark
When prospective students visit Malone, they have the
opportunity for a campus tour, a meeting with a faculty
member and an admissions counselor, and a meal in the
cafeteria. Prospective students also have the chance to visit
Malone during event days like Discover Day, Accepted
Students Day or Countdown. A small selection of students,
however, have the opportunity to participate in two
competitions for full-tuition scholarships: Scholars Day
and VISIO.
Scholars Day typically occurs in January, and only certain
students are invited to participate.
“[The students invited are] the top academic students
applying to Malone,” Linda Hoffman, director of
undergraduate admissions, said. “They have to have a 26 or
higher ACT, or the equivalent on the SAT, and a [minimum]
3.6 GPA.”
There are three parts of the Scholars Day competition
that contribute to each student’s score.
“There is an interview with a panel of faculty for each
student, and they write an essay,” Hoffman said. “They also
are scored in part by their high school GPA and SAT or ACT
scores. The two students with the highest points [then] win
a full-tuition scholarship.”
“[Participating students] get a good introduction from Dr.
Jensen about what the honors program is all about here
at Malone,” Hoffman said. “The majority of the students
actually complete the honors application while they’re here
on campus and then hear shortly after that whether they’re
a part of the honors program.”

Students that participate in Scholars Day have the
opportunity to get to know current honors students,
students coming in at the same time, faculty and Malone as
a whole throughout the event.
Clay Karnes, sophomore business administration and
personalized intercultural communication and welfare
double major, participated in Scholars Day in 2019 before
coming to Malone.
“The interview process was actually really helpful because
I had never really had a formal interview like that, so it's
good to have that experience,” Karnes said. “Plus I got to
meet staff through that process. I think TC [Ham] was in
my interview, which I’ve had TC [Ham] for two classes [so
far].”
“I met people [during Scholars Day] that I’m still friends
with now,” Karnes said. “It was just a really cool experience
to make me more familiar with Malone, the community and
what it's like here.”
Since the event falls in January, students are still in the
middle of their application and decision process for the
following fall when they partake in the competition.
“At that point, I [had] already decided [to come to
Malone],” Karnes said. “I think just being [on campus] was
a reaffirmation of that choice. Meeting the people here and
meeting the people that [were] going to be here reaffirmed
my decision for sure.”
About a month after Scholars Day, a different select
group of students has the opportunity to participate in
VISIO, which translates to “vision” in Latin.

Urban Experiences, Continued
“There should be more non-western history classes,”
Luczywo said. “I would like to see more diversity.”
“Even focusing on a specific non-western concept could
be interesting,” Stranger said, “A world education, or world
social work … or world business [course]. The education
and the business or how currency systems or education
work in different countries [should be taught] because not
everybody has the same perspective.”
The desire to include more diverse classes about different
cultures fits well with what the center for intercultural
studies has been doing.
“I liked the inclusion of Spanish [as a major],” Stranger
said. “I wasn’t able to fit that in [to my schedule] … but I
considered it just because so many fields can benefit from
having Spanish. Even in education, there are a lot of nonEnglish speaking English language learners in classrooms,
so I feel like any field can benefit from that.
“The urban studies is a cool [program] that you can add
on to anything,” Stranger said. “I like the smaller add-on
minors that students can pick — something like Spanish
or urban studies that they can kind of tack on to whatever
they’re already doing — so they can get different and more
experiences.”
The urban studies program allows students to become
more well-rounded in the area that they are already
focusing on.
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“[VISIO is] an event for the students who maybe weren't
eligible for Scholars Day, but were cream of the crop kids
we want here at Malone,” Hoffman said. Hoffman created
the idea for VISIO alongside past Malone Vice President
Chris Abrams. “We hope to hear from these students
about their future, so we decided to make it quite different
[from] Scholars Day in that [these students have] to do a
presentation.”
Students are required to make a portion of their
presentation oral, but they’re also encouraged to get
creative with how they present information.
“We’ve had students who were zoo majors bring their
animals and [include] those,” Hoffman said. “It's been fun
just to see what students come up with.”
After the presentations in the morning, prospective
students eat lunch and then participate in a few group
activities.
“[The students] do a series of activities where they’re being
judged by Malone students who are in [Residence] Life or
Senate or SAC or whoever [was] identified through Student
Development to help,” Hoffman said. “[Those chosen]
observe students in team activities to see who are the good
team members, who are good leaders, who communicate
well, [and] who interact well.”
“50% of the score is from their presentation and 50% is
from the activity,” Hoffman said. “It's my favorite event
because you see the creativity of the students [and] you
also see the future of Malone right in front of you. It gets
exciting to hear what these young people want to do with
their lives.”
Similar to Scholars Day, VISIO students have
opportunities to get to know other students coming in at the
same time. Trent McCune, sophomore biochemistry major,
participated in VISIO in 2019 and has helped work each
VISIO since. McCune has also participated in the Service
Leadership program that students can become involved
with after VISIO once they come to Malone.
“I remember some of the students who were there,”
McCune said. “I'm actually friends with them today. Some
of them are on my RA staff. I talk to some of them every
day.”
While working at VISIO, McCune also has the opportunity
to see students change.
“I can tell that some students are more naturally reserved,”
McCune said. “But then they force themselves to speak up.
It's been cool to watch them be more timid at the beginning
of the competition. [They go] all the way through service
through the program and then now [they are] student
leaders on campus.”
“I think the best part is just … ultimately for the students
to get to know other students who are looking at Malone
better and to get to know faculty and staff a little bit better,”
Hoffman explained.

Lacrosse, Continued
“I think [the urban studies program] would be really
helpful to anybody in [English, education, or history
majors],” Stranger said as a student of all three. “Obviously
education; if you end up teaching in an urban school district
[and you’ve had the background of the program,] the more
you understand about the way people live and work and
interact in urban areas, and the better teacher you’ll be in
that capacity.
“A lot of main historical centers are in cities, so if you’re
planning on doing a lot with the field of history you’re
probably going to end up on a city,” Stranger said. “But
also I feel like a lot of the history that you would study has
happened in cities, so understanding how cities work could
help with an understanding of history.
“Depending on what you want to do with an English
degree — if you’re planning on writing about a city, or you’re
planning on editing and working for a publishing house in
the city — [the urban studies program] could help with your
career,” Stanger said. “Even if it doesn’t help [directly] with
your career, if you have time to do it and you’re passionate
about it, I think learning about cities and how cities work
and the culture of a city can be beneficial for anything, just
as a person.”
“I encourage [students] to [at least] come talk to me in
informational studies,” Roe said. “I would encourage all our
students to … consider doing at least one of the things that
are under the center for intercultural studies.”
For more information, contact Roe at epattersonroe@
malone.edu.
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Dean focuses on how Malone waited for the right
opportunity to jump into the project.
“One of the [projects] that went along with the fundraising
is, number one, the commitment from the very beginning
that we were not going to mortgage our future to get [the
lacrosse] fields done,” Dean said. “In other words, we
weren't going to take out a loan to finish a field and then put
the burden of that cost either on future Malone students
or future Malone administrations. That's a common model
that takes place in university and college [administrations,]
and we weren’t willing to do that.”
Dean hopes students can see the commitment that the
Malone administration has to Malone’s mission and to
improving the overall student experience.
“We're Malone, where you have that commitment to
making sure that we're going to do this the way that fits our
mission, our vision and our ministry as well,” Dean said. “It
is hugely important, and that goes with the financial reality
and that we weren't going to blow this. That's the pattern
that makes Malone what it is. It might be a little bit slower
than other institutions, but we feel that that's the right
thing to do”
Malone University has a focus on increasing admission
and adding athletic teams to support our culture. But
our institution and the administration also have a strong
commitment to supporting current and future students
in the best way possible, whether that be through Pioneer
Park or the soon-to-be-added men’s and women’s lacrosse
teams.
For Malone’s official statement about adding lacrosse,
visit www.malone.edu/laxlaunch.
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